
Learns much faster than average

My explanations can be quick and incomplete, assuming that you see and know the same things as I
do Important to ask me questions to clarify your understanding
When you present your ideas, it helps me when they are well thought out but presented clearly and
concisely

Expect debate or discussions that may challenge my opinions or ideas because it helps me to
validate the idea
It must be presented in an appropriate and professional manner
Important to note that lack of discussion or challenge is interpreted as agreement

Reasonable sense of urgency

Can be fairly consistent but changes when necessary

Usually open to new ideas
Willing to try different options and adapt to new situations when it makes sense 
Will sometimes make exceptions to procedures when necessary

Working With Me: 

My Speed of Learning 

My Speed of Communication 

My Discussion Style 

My Sense of Urgency 

My Consistency 

My Flexibility 
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Working With Me Sample Report

Working with Me
The BestWork Experience measures personality traits and cognitive abilities that tend to remain stable over
time. This report applies those measurements to specific behaviors in you that are related to working with
others. Using this information, your coworkers can more quickly gain an understanding of how to communicate
effectively with you. They can also understand more quickly how best to work with you. Areas of particular note
are in BOLD type.

This report is not intended to be comprehensive but rather it is designed to highlight key points that are the ones
which are most likely to enhance your working relationships. When potential issues are pointed out, it does not
mean that the particular issue exists. It means that it is an area that may require special attention in order for
you to reach the highest potential in your working relationships.
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